
PRESENTATION

 EASY DOOR CONTROLLER
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INSTALLATION

Electric :
The cables used to connect the controller to the other devices must be compliant with European standard NF 61000-4-4.

Wiring :
The controller is small enough to fix in a door entry panel. In this case, two wires (up to 15 cm) do the job.
When the controller is not close to the reader, a twisted and shielded (FTP) cable must be used. The max length permitted 
is 20 meters.

Readers

ISO cardsKey

ACCESSORIES

Controller dimensions (l x w x d) 70 x 60 x 16mm

Operating temperature -20° to + 60°

Users  1500 in local mode + 2000 in remote mode

Power supply 12 à 24V = or ~

Consumption Up to 200mA (reading key  relay activated)

Reader frequency 13.56 Mhz

Max length controller–reader 20 meters with twisted & shielded cable (FTP)

CONTROLLER

Easy Door Controller is designed to manage one door. Its small dimensions allow to insert this controller in a door entry 
panel.

Easy Door Controller offers two management modes. With the local mode, the installer only needs to create a master key 
to add keys. Up to 10 master keys can be added by moving a switch to programming mode. It then becomes easy to add 
access keys from the reader.
The remote management mode requires an encoder connected to a computer and access to the internet to use easy-
doorcontroller.com web software.

The remote management mode provides the ability to manage up to 50 doors per site without the need of a cable 
between each controller at each door. The access authorisations are written in the keys through the computer and the 
encoder and are transferred to the controllers when the keys are presented to the reader for the first time.

Important, both modes could work at the same time. For example, a controller is initialised in local mode, but later, it 
will be easy to switch to remote management mode if the keys are encoded through the software.



Exemple with a standard electrical lock (fail secure)

Issue

Red led off Controller out of order, must be replaced / or no power

Red led flashes quickly (3 times per sec) Communication problem between controller and reader, check  this cable

Red led flashes slowly (1 time every 3 secs) Correct communication between reader and controller

Keys are not authorised, reader flashes red 1/ the keys are not authorised to this door
2/ the controller        reader cable is disturbed. Connect the shield of this 
cable to the -/~  of the controller

Note that, when starting up the controller, the reader led flashes green then red. If your reader flashes red then green, 
reverse the two wires D+ and D-.

Time and date setting :
To make life easier, we setup time and date in the controller. These settings are saved for at least for 5 years when the 
controller is not powered and without limit when the controller is turned on.
At any time, it’s possible to change the time & date with the extra handheld terminal or in remote management mode by 
creating a time & date key using the websoftware.

Door release time : 
Set the switch to 1 (prog). The red led turns on. Press the exit button as many time as desired seconds (eg : five pulses for 
five secs). Move the switch back to on.
At any time, it's also possible to change the door release time in remote management mode by creating door configura-
tion key using the websoftware.

            

Setting

PROGRAMMING

Easy Door Controller offers two ways to manage keys. The local mode does not require any extra equipment, but has 
some limits.
The remote mode through www.easydoorcontroller.com web software allows to manage up to 50 doors per site, to setup 
the controllers and download events.

Local mode
The controller manages two types of keys : resident or master keys. A residents key opens the door and the master key 
is used to add resident keys.
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*

* The distance between the reader and the controller could reach 20 meters with a twisted and shielded cable. It could be necessary, when a        
   switching power supply is used, to connect the shield of the cable to the -/~ of the controller.
   When the reader is close to the controller, two short wires (10cm) are enough.

<=>

Autodiagnosis of the controller :
The controller is always testing the reader, but also its own state using two leds on either sides of the prog switch. The 
leds show the status of the controller (green led) and the reader (red led).



Add master keys (10 max).

  

  

The reader led becomes red. Present the master keys to the reader.

Each time you present a key, the led turns green quickly then come back red.

After programming the last master key, move the switch back to On (Expl).

switch

Add resident keys (1500 max)

Present a master key for 5 seconds to the front of the reader until the led becomes red.

Present the resident keys to the reader. For each new key, the led turns green for a short time
and turns red again.

red

gre-

After you present the last resident key, present the master key again to leave the programming mode.
The reader led turns off.

Delete a resident keys

Present a master key to the front of the reader until the led becomes red (take up to 5 secs).

Present the resident key you want to delete to the reader for 5 secs until the reader led turns green.
If needed, present the other key you want to delete for 5 secs as above.

After you have deleted the last resident key, present the master key again to leave the programming mode.
The reader led turns off.

Delete all resident keys

Move the switch to 1 (Prog) then press  and hold the exit push button for 5 secs until the controller led flashes quickly (3 
times / sec)
Move back the switch to On (Expl).

All residents keys are now deleted.
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Move the switch to 1 (Prog).
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Remote management (www.easydoorcontroller.com)

In this mode, the control unit manages up to 2000 keys. This is the sum of authorised / not authorised keys.
When you remove a door of the key access profile, the key stays in the black list of the controller.
Up to 20000 events over the last 30 days are recorded in the control units. Those off line events can be transferred to the 
computer through special keys.
The Key management works on read/write technology. Keys are programmed remotely at the office through a web 
software and an encoder. Later, when the keys are presented to the reader, the data is recorded in the control unit.

How does it work ?
Each controller is provided with a controller number. When you add a new controller into the software, you enter the 
controller number. Then to allow a key to access door, the software encodes the controller number of the authorised door 
in the keys.
Each new key contains the last modifications of the database. The controllers are automatically updated when those keys 
are presented to the reader.

Example: a key is lost 
Step 1 : The administrator first deletes that key in the web software.
Step 2 : Then he creates a new key, encodes it and sends it to the end user.
Step 3 : When the end user uses his new key, the lost key is deleted and will not be allowed access.

Delete all master keys

Turn off the power supply then move the switch to 1 (Prog). 
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 EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE

This product complies with the European directive R&TTE 99/5/EC. And according to harmonized standards' ETS 301.489 
and ETS 300.330-2, this product conforms to EMC standard. 
The controller complies with the INTO 60.950 (2000) standard for safety low voltage.

Compatible products
 - Readers p13 of our general catalogue
 - Keys p14
 - Power supply 12Vac 
 - Handheld terminal FD-500-123
 - Encoder GB-500-355

 

Press  and hold the exit push button while the power supply is turned on. 
After 5 secs, the controller led flashes red quickly (3 times/sec).
All master keys are now deleted.

 




